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1

System Overview

This section will outline the modules installed on this particular server, and provide a quick
description of the purpose of each.

2

Feature Lists

This section will attempt to provide a more comprehensive list of features that each module
provides.

2.1

VoIP PBX

The ULS VoIP PBX system is an extensive PBX system with an interface developed internally
by Ultimate Linux Solutions. At a cost that is competitive with entry-level analog systems you
get the features that compares with the highest end systems out there. Features include:
• Unlimited SIP extensions: There is no artificial limit placed on the number of SIP
extensions that the ULS VoIP PBX supports.
• Limited analog + ISDN (BRI) extensions: The ULS VoIP PBX does support a
limited number of analog extensions directly, units like the Grandstream HT502 and other
SIP/FXO gateways can be utilized to extend this number.
• Inter-PBX links: The ULS VoIP PBX can be configured with the extensions on a peered
PBX to enable direct extension to extension dialing on another PBX, either via ISDN or
VoIP peerings (both IAX/2 and SIP.
• Voicemail: The system supports for per-extension voicemail.
• Call-Pickup: The ability for one extension to pick up another ringing extension.
• PIN codes: PIN codes can be required to dial out.
• Call Recording: The ability to record all calls is built into the system, the capacity of
which is limited by available storage only.
• Extension Groups: Extensions can be grouped into various groups and/or sub-groups
to allow for finer grained control, reporting and managability.
• Telephone Management System (TMS): The PBX has a built-in TMS, providing full
call details on a per-extension/PIN basis, including call cost estimators (or actual call cost
sync when used with Ultimate Linux Solutions (Pty) Ltd as Internet-Telephone-ServiceProvider), as well as exception reporting (most dialed as well as longest durations).
• Address-book: Whilst not fully integrated yet a rudementary address book allows for
providing number to name lookups on outbound calls for the build-in TMS.
• Full Call Details: Full Call detail records are available for every group, both inbound
and outbound calls.
• Trunk-balancing: When utilizing Ultimate Linux Solutions (Pty) Ltd as upstream InternetTelephone-Service-Provider the PBX is able to load balance calls over multiple internet
connections, currently up to four but trivially extendable over up to eight. For those with
requirements for seriously high call concurrency (in theory a single 4-Mbps DSL line can
carry around 40 concurrent calls when utilized correctly).
• Pattern based call routing: Outbound calls are matched to a set of patterns, which
then determines how the call will be routed, including the ability to configure multiple
trunks for a single pattern, resulting in redundant routing (eg, prefer VoIP but fall back to
analog, or vice versa).
• Various call handling strategies: Various VoIPlets exist for dealing with inbound
calls, including time-conditions, announcements, IVRs, Queues, Ring Sequences (Groups),
fax2email and others.
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3

Quick-start guide

This section provides a very quick getting started guide. Please note that this really is just
intended to get you started and it really is highly recommended to read the rest of this manual
in order to more fully understand and be better able to administer the system, the rest of this
manual.

3.1

Logging in the first time

By default the system will have a single login available for your use, with username and password
as follows:
• Username: admin
• Password: pleasechangethispassword
In order to log in, please find the link “Login” on the left-hand side navigation and click on
it. Once you’ve clicked the link you should be presented with a login prompt requesting your
username and password, enter the username and password before clicking on “Log in”.
Once you’ve logged in you should be redirected back to the home page.
It is imperative that you change your password as soon as possible by following the instruction
in section 4.2.

3.2

The Default Group

In the Virtual PBX environment a default group is already created for you. This group will have
the same name as the trunk for which the Virtual PBX was created.
You can access the group configuration page for this group by clicking on it’s name in the “System
Overview”.
The group configuration page is from where you will perform the far majority of configuration
of the ULS PBX system.

3.3

Creating Your First Extension(s)

You need to be viewing the group configuration page of the group for which you’d like to create
an extension, accessed by clicking on it’s name from the “System Overview” page.
In the second row of blocks the left-most block contains your “Extensions”. By default this list
is empty. Just click on “create new”. Here you will need to enter the desired extension number
and friendly name, and optionally you can override the generated secret.
The only restriction is that the extension needs to be numeric, and not start with a zero, and be
at least two characters long.
We of course recommend using three or four digit extensions.
Please ensure that the SIP secrets are secure. Do NOT use simple secrets like the extension,
1234, 12345, 12346, variances down the same line, names etc. We cannot stress this enough there are SIP hacker bots out there, and they are extremely active.
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3.4

Registering Your Phones

After you’ve created extensions you need to register your phones to them. This does vary from
phone to phone but the same theme re-occurs. In particular the information you need is as
follows:
SIP Server: The IP address of the server.
SIP Username (both register and auth): The extension number.
SIP Password: The secret as per creation above.
SIP Transport: Either UDP or TCP, with different advantages and disadvantages to
both. Generally, if you’re behind NAT, prefer TCP, if you’re not behind NAT, prefer UDP.
If you’re behind NAT you’re welcome to test UDP first, but if you find random call-hangups
approximately 30 or 60 seconds into a call your NAT gateway is broken - switch to TCP.
• STUN Server: Optional, but you can either use the IP of the server. It runs a basic
STUN server by default which you can utilize. In some scenarios you may require a full
STUN server, in particular on our Virtual PBX systems the basic variant may not be good
enough for your phones, in this case we recommend you try to utilize stun.uls.co.za.
• CODEC Settings: Ultimate Linux Solutions CC only allows G.729 for transporting audio
data. Thus please make sure your phone is enabled for G.729. And disable “Annex B” or
“Voice Activity Detection”.

•
•
•
•

Other options may be required and apply. Mostly the other settings on the phones affect behaviour and should not cause your phone to function or not function.
You can monitor registration status on the group configuration page under the “Extensions” list.
At this point, assuming you’ve successfully registered at least two extensions they should be able
to phone each other at this stage.

3.5

Outbound Dialing

On the Virtual PBX platform outbound dialing is configured automatically and you should be
able to dial out from your extensions without any special configuration requirements.

3.6

Inbound Dialing

The short version is that you need to create a VoIPlet and an inbound rule to pass incoming
calls to that VoIPlet. The long version is you need to sit down and think about how to best
handle incoming calls for your specific situation. You really should browse through section ??
for inspiration.
On the group configuration page, in the second row, far right, click on “create new” in the
“VoIPlets” block. Enter a name (alphanumeric only) and a short description. Select “Send to
Extension”. “Create” it. You will be redirected to a VoIPlet configuration page, specific to the
type of the VoIPlet. For the “Send to Extension” simply select one of your extensions in the
dropdown, and leave the “Only if available” on “No” (see section ??).
Now on the sidenav under “Incoming Calls” we need to direct incoming calls to this VoIPlet.
Click on “create new”, and enter the DID (Dialed Number). What exactly needs to go in
here varies but usually it’s either the E.164 or nationally formatted number that your ISP has
allocated to you. In the case of SIP your best bet is the “Caller ID” that you’ve entered when
creating the account. For IAX/2 this is also a good option. In the case of ULS as ITSP this
depends on whether “Send Dialed Number” is set to Yes or No. For Yes, use the full 10-digit
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national number that you’re expecting your callers to dial, otherwise, set to the Caller ID from
the “VoIP Providers” page.
At this stage you should hopefully be able to receive incoming calls.

4

The core system

The core system provides the most core elements of the system on top of which Ultimate Linux
Solutions (Pty) Ltd builds. This includes some user and configuration functionality, amongst
others.

4.1

User Accounts

The system allows for any number of user accounts, as long as all user names are unique (they’re
not case sensitive). Each account has it’s own set of permissions, groups and possibly some of
it’s own user-specific settings.
With the “System Administrator” privilege you’re able to access user administrative functions
by utilizing the “User Admin” page (link on the left sidebar navigation).
Once you’ve clicked on the link you will see a list of existing users, giving some basic details
regarding the account. To gain more insight into a user, click on the username.
The layout of this page can vary depending on the modules installed. The core of this page
however is the administration of the basic user details. Here you’re able to alter the “Full name”
of a user, enable/disable the account, change the users’s password, as well as assign privileges
(see section ?? for details regarding the privileges), and manage group membership.
The interface should be sufficiently intuitive to not require further explanation.

4.2

Personal Details

Each user is individually allowed to view his settings, as well as edit certain settings for him/herself.
This is very similar to the user accounts editing in section 4.1 but is restricted to the user itself,
specifically:
1. The user can change his/her “Full name”; and
2. The user can change his/her password by entering a new password.
This can be accessed under the “Personal Details” link on the left hand side.

4.3

Server Config Settings

In order to access the core server settings you require the “System Administrator” privilege. If
you have this privilege, there should be a link on the left labeled “Server Config”. You can access
the server config settings by clicking on this link.
Various modules provides different configuration settings, as per the following.
4.3.1

VoIP PBX

1. CDR History (months): Number of historic CDR months to be displayed on sidebar
navigation. This does not affect how long CDRs are kept (indefinitely) but merely the
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searchability thereof.
2. Agent wrapup time (seconds): Number of seconds to delay calls to agents that forms
part of a Queue directly after that agent has finished a previous call.
3. Exception Report Size: Number of line items in exception reports (most dialed numbers,
longest calls etc ...)
4. Max Pending calls for campaigns: How many calls can each campaign issue an originate for to asterisk, without the calls being signalled as started.
5. Preferred SIP transport: The preferred SIP transport. If set to TCP will go to UDP
automatically if TCP is not available for the phone.
6. Phone VLAN: If via the auto-provisioning process phones should be assigned to a dedicated VLAN, enter that VLAN number here.
7. Phone Password: Some phones has the ability to set an admin password via their autoprovisioning scheme - if this option is set those phones will have their admin passwords set
to this.
8. Phone Syslog: If you have a syslog server to which phones case log, then you can put
it’s address here and the phones will send syslog messages there. Only use this for debug
use-cases - it’s known that some phones runs into problems with this.
9. SNOM Firmware Series: Which firmware series to use from SNOM. We provide choices
from 7 onwards since older firmware is just too broken to work properly with any modern
version of asterisk, and a ’keep’ option which will attempt minor updates only (ie, try and
keep each phone in it’s major version). In all cases if firmware for the phone cannot be
located in the given series it’ll be bumped to the next major version.
10. IVR Option Delay: In some rare cases upstream providers sends incorrect DTMF
start/stop sequences, resulting in duplicate digit presses, this affects IVRs in particular,
and adding a delay after reading the appropriate digit results in the follow ups being ignored
by asterisk.
11. Answer before call forward?: As it turns out in some strange configurations call forwarding fails unless the incoming call channel is already Up. This option allows to explicitly
Answer() a call before forwarding. Another option is to play an announcement before forwarding.
12. Custom Period Days: Number of days for which custom period should be set by default
13. Extension Hot Desking: Whether or not to enable SIP Hot Desking for phones that
aren’t explicitly configured to an extension. Currently only Yealink will honor this.
14. Drop-through Voicemail Message: When using the voicemail to email function on
Incoming calls to take a voicemail and send it via email when calls drop through their
incoming voiplets without being answered, use this message rather than the default.
4.3.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
4.3.3

VoIP Virtual PBX
Provider Name: The IAX username that the upstream system will send at us.
Provider Host: Service name (DNS) to register to (without iax. udp prefix).
DNS Master Host: The https:// host to contact for setting up DNS entries.
DNS Zone: The zone into which to register VPBX systems.
DNS SOAP User: Username for authenticating SOAP access.
DNS SOAP Password: Password for authenticating SOAP access.
Networking

1. Mobile Default Metric: When new (previously unknown) 3G modems are connected what should we use as the default metric? Lower values implies higher priorities - use -1
to disable adding a default route by default. A default route will ONLY be added if there
are no routes configured for the modem.
2. Enable IPv6: EXPERIMENTAL: Please note that this option is considered experimental!
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